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AGM June 20, 2018 

BCODN Annual Report 2017-2018 

BCODN is a non-profit organization that provides programming to corporate & not-for-profit organizations, 
senior OD practitioners, consultants, and students. in collaboration with our affiliates, we strive to increase 
the awareness of OD in the business community and explore new OD models, & best practices. 
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Governance 
 
The BCODN is governed by the BC Society Act and the BCODN Constitution and Bylaws that were filed with the 
Registrar of Companies at the time of the legal registration of the BCODN on August 10, 2004. The BCODN is 
also guided by the current practices and guidelines as posted on our website. 
 
BCODN Directors and Board Members for 2017-2018 
 

1. Faye White, President and Chairperson 
2. Marian Hazke, Treasurer 
3. Pawan Tahilramani, Secretary 
4. Mumtaz Chaudhary, VP of Communications 
5. Laura Triay, VP of Program Development (Co-Chair) 
6. Wayne Rawcliffe, VP of Program Development (Co-Chair) 
7. Tanis Angove, BCO Liaison 
8. Rachel Young, Communications 
9. Vacant, VP of Community Engagement 

 
Directors putting forth their nomination for 2017-2018 to provide continuity from last year’s board: 

• Faye White, President and Chairperson 
• Marian Hazke, Secretary 

 
Directors continuing in their second year of their term for 2017-2018 are: 

• Mumtaz Chaudhary 
• Wayne Rawcliffe 
• Laura Triay 
• Rachel Young 
• Tanis Angove  
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A Look Back at the Last Year 
Submitted by Faye White, President and Chairperson 
 
The past year has been a very busy and productive year for BCODN.  I want to thank each of the Board members 
for their incredible commitment, expertise and hard work.   
 
The Board developed a strategic plan with the goal of increasing the value of BCODN for our network.  This was 
presented to the membership at our Kick-Off Event for feedback and support.  We have made progress on each 
of our Strategic Priorities: 
 
1. Define partnerships & strategic alliances to increase membership value – BCODN has developed 

partnerships with Royal Roads University, The Art of Leadership and Power + Systems Inc. which have 
benefited BCODN members with access to free or reduced registration for events.  We are exploring a 
strategic alliance with Organizational Development Network (US) and with the Human Systems Dynamics 
Institute in order to expand access to resources.  In order to promote OD development opportunities BCODN 
has promoted a number of events being delivered by others and have collaborated with BC chapters of 
International Coaching Federation and International Change Management Association.   

 
2. Create a communication & marketing strategy for 2017-2018 – A major achievement within the 

Communication Strategy has been the development and launching of our new BCODN website.  This 
required significant time and energy from Mumtaz, Wayne and Rachel who spear-headed the project with 
input from all board members.  This combined with an increased social media presence, our quarterly 
newsletter and frequent e-blasts has significantly increased communication with the OD community and our 
members. 
 

3. Create a learning, professional development plan for 2017-2018 - The board made a decision this year to focus 
on increasing the quality and variety of events versus the quantity.  Our events focused on developing the OD 
knowledge, skills, techniques and tools of the OD community.  Events consisted of speaker presentations, 
participative workshops, networking activities and a learning lab. In response to membership feedback we offered 
two social networking events and built in a networking component for most events.  For 40% of our events, we 
increased participation rates by 40% - 50% and the last three events were sold out.  We are very proud of this.  
These events drew a cross section of emerging and seasoned practitioners and a number of participants that were 
new to BCODN.  We have received consistent positive feedback from participants noting quality of speakers, topics, 
programming and venues. BCODN is preparing to launch it’s first OD roundtable, which is going to be held in 
Kelowna to serve Okanogan practitioners.   This is exciting on two fronts, it is a new way of engaging and supporting 
the development of the OD community and it is a way of supporting practitioners outside of the lower mainland. 

 
In addition to progress on our strategic priorities, our Building Community Organizations program continued to flourish.  It 
serves as a significant vehicle for mentoring and developing emerging OD practitioners as well as our primary means of 
contributing to the community.  This year 4 projects were launched, engaging 4 not-for-profit organizations, 4 mentors and 
14 volunteer consultants. At this time, 2 projects have been completed and 2 projects are currently underway. 

As well our Community Engagement/Membership portfolio made progress on its’ strategic priorities.  As mentioned the 
new website has improved our membership experience.  We increased our membership by 57% from the outset of the 
year, growing from 43 to 75 members.  We have established our first corporate membership since 2014.  We have 
extended our reach beyond the Lower Mainland by establishing a relationship with the OD Café group on Vancouver 
Island and as mention we are supporting the development of an OD roundtable in the Okanogan.  We have formalized a 
relationship with Royal Roads University and in order to further create value for our members we are exploring the 
possibility of partnering with ODN in the US, which potentially would afford us access to their many resources, including 
virtual events for the OD community around the province. Finally we have grown the number of volunteers supporting the 
BCODN.  Members of the OD community have been involved as committee members (Communications and Professional 
Development, BCO), by developing and delivering a BCODN event, by facilitating the BCODN Strategic Planning process 
and by contributing to the LinkedIn community.  In order to sustain and build BCODN we need to grow the ways that 
members and the OD community contribute.  As a network BCODN need to be membership driven organization in order 
to thrive.   We invite you to think about how you want to contribute. 

Finally in addition to our volunteers I want to recognize all of the board members that contributed countless hours and 
effort this year.  These include: 

• Pawan Tahilramani, Secretary 
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• Marian Hakze, Treasurer 
• Mumtaz Chaudhary. VP Communications 
• Rachel Young, Member at Large, supporting communications 
• Tanis Angove, BCO Liaison 
• Laura Triay, VP Co-Chair, Professional Development 
• Wayne Rawcliffe, VP Co-Chair, Professional Development 

 
In addition we had the following individual participate on the board, and for various reasons, largely live and busy careers 
had to leave: 

• Lucy Jdanova 
• Zayna Kunic 
• Laura Villacrusis 
• Resham Vasandani 
• Christy Innes 
• Pauline Chan 

 
I am proud of our accomplishments this year and look forward to building on this in the next year! 

 
2017/2018 Financial Review 
Submitted by Marian Hazke, Treasurer 
 
BCODN ran a deficit in 2017/2018 of  $5,994.04. The deficit was mainly due to the planned website build which 
has cost BCODN $7,215.58 to date. No further costs related to the build of the website are expected. 
 
The BCODN income went up with $2,422.41 (from $10,083.88 to $12,506.14). Although BCODN organized 
fewer events, the events drew larger attendance, and the average attendance per event went up.  Also BCODN 
earned more income by selling more memberships, including a corporate membership to Fraser Health Authority.  
 
The expenses went up from  $7,018.57 in 2016/2017 to to $18,500.18 in 2017/2018 as mentioned due to website 
build, but also an increase in the expenses for room rentals (BCIT) 
 
The 2017/2018 accounts will be reviewed by Colin Fraser Financial Services Ltd in June 2018. The finalized 
financial statements will be posted on the BCODN website in July. 
 
2017/2018 has been a financially good year for BCODN. Our income went up, and we invested part of the 
surplus in an essential communication and marketing tool. This investment will help us to further sustain our 
position within the OD community in BC. BCODN has a healthy bank and paypal balance as well as a short-term 
investment totaling  $22,703.79. 
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Community Engagement Report 
Submitted by Faye White, President and Chair due to vacant VP of Community Engagement position 
 
This portfolio has had a number of changes in leadership during the year and is currently vacant.  Despite this 
progress has been made on a number of the strategic priorities set at the beginning of the year. 
 
Improve Membership Journey – The new website has simplified registration, membership renewal, login, 
payment, receipting and automatic messaging 
 
Increased Membership – From September, 2017 to May, 2018 our membership increased by 57%, growing 
from 43 to 75.  BCODN has extended its reach by establishing a relationship with the OD Café on Vancouver 
Island.  An OD roundtable for the Okanagan is in the process of being developed by a BCODN member who lives 
in that community.  
Increasing the value proposition of BCODN to the OD community is an on-going commitment.  We are in 
discussion with Organizational Development Network in the US, exploring the potential of formalizing a 
relationship with them, in order to benefit from the extensive on-line resources i.e. OD Self-Assessment, 
webinars, publications, tools etc. We have posted a total of 8 OD related job postings which provides easy access 
to employee opportunities and to potential candidates for the OD community and organization alike. 
 
Establish Academic Partnerships – An Academic Partnership policy was developed to guide this priority.  A 
partnership have been established with Royal Roads University (RRU), providing BCODN members a 10% 
reduction in registration for all OD related Continuing Education programs in exchange for BCODN promoting the 
event to our community 

 
Establish Corporate Memberships – Fraser Health Authority has established a corporate membership with 
BCODN (8 members).   
 
Increase Involvement of Members and Non-members – The number of volunteers supporting BCODN has 
grown.  Members of the OD community are involved as committee members (Communications and Professional 
Development, Building Community Organizations (BCO), supporting the BCO projects, by developing and 
delivering a BCODN event, by facilitating the BCODN Strategic Planning process and by contributing to the 
LinkedIn community 
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Type of Membership 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 2017/18 
Individual 53 71 64 50 54 
Student 1 0 8 10 4 
Board 9 9 6 12 9 
Corporate 2 (16 members) 1 0 0 1 (8 members 
Total # of Members 81 92 78 72 75 

 
 

 
 
Professional Development Events 
Submitted by Laura Triay and Wayne Rawcliffe, Program Development (Co-Chairs) 
 
Successes and Achievements 
 
The Board decided to focus on fewer events with a focus on quality rather than quantity.  
• Developed and delivered events focused on OD knowledge, skills, techniques and tools. 
• Events consisted of speaker presentations, participative workshops, networking activities and learning lab. 
• In response to membership feedback offered two social networking events and built in a networking component   for 

most events. 
• For 40% of annual events, increased participation rates by 40% - 50%. 
• Positive feedback consistently received from participants noting quality of speakers, topics, programming and 

venues. 
• Gathered thoughtful feedback from participants for all events, utilized recommendations presented (and will continue 

to apply) to future programing initiatives. 
• Established partnerships with two professional, well-situated event venues: British Columbia Institute of Technology 

and Simon Fraser University downtown campuses. Secured 25%-35% discounts on venue rental fees for all events, 
resulting in significant costs savings for BCODN. 

• Through personal interactions, announcements and presentations at all events, continued to raise awareness about 
BCODN, and actively developed connections and relationship between Board members, BCODN members, non-
member participants and prospect future BCODN members. 

 
Areas for Improvement and Recommendations 
 

• Developing and delivering programs portfolio requires OD knowledge, OD contacts/networks, time, resources and 
capacity, which can be difficult to sustain over time. Seek to secure two BCODN Programs Co-chairs to equally 
distribute the work and both contribute to strategy, program development and hands-on operations and logistics. 

• Seek to recruit committee members who have event management and OD experience.  
• If additional volunteers/co-chair are not able to be secured, consider reducing total number of annual 

events/programs offered, to help reduce the workload. 
• In the spirit of developing OD network-led, versus, Board-led programming:  

o continue to seek to engage members who can facilitate events/programs- members who are willing and able 
to share their knowledge, expertise and time.  

o continue to build connections with members and seasoned OD practitioners, to seek co-creation, 
collaboration, development and delivery of events and programming.  

o seek collaboration and support from members to help expand the network, share OD trends, news, 
resources, developments, and emerging practices. 

o In 2018/19 consider launching OD Roundtable series to suit various levels of OD practitioners: emerging, 
mid-level and seasoned. 

• Continue to develop and deliver events that build upon OD-specific knowledge, skills, competencies, and          
networking. 

• Continue to gather, review and apply feedback and suggestions received from members and event participants on 
desired programming. 
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Communications 
Submitted by Mumtaz Chaudhary, VP of Communication 
 
BCODN’s communications team this past year consisted of a partnership between Mumtaz Chaudhary and 
Rachel Young, a website redesign subcommittee (Mumtaz Chaudhary, Rachel Young, and Wayne Rawcliffe) and 
two volunteers (Kim Braidwood and Graeme Tutt).  
 
The major focus for this year in the communications portfolio has been the redesign and redevelopment of the 
website. The team also saw increased communications and awareness of the BCODN brand, with key successes 
as follows: 
 
• Establishment of a 2017-2018 Communications and Marketing Strategy; 

Name Facilitator Date Attendance Program 

Annual BCODN Kick-Off 
Event & Priorities 
World Cafe 

Laura Triay 
Wayne Rawcliffe 
Faye White 

October 12, 
2017 

25 Networking World Cafe 

Seeing Systems through the 
Organization Workshop 

Phil Cady 
Tracy Rogers 

October 21, 
2017 

24 Workshop 

BCODN Pre-Holiday Social 
Mix & Mingle 

N/A November 
29, 2017 

25 Networking 

Announcement: MSOD 
Voice: The Relational 
Landscape of Dialogic OD 
and Creating Change 

Dr. Gary Mangiofico January 30 N/A Webinar 

Find the Simple in the 
Complex: A Human Systems 
Dynamics Introduction to 
Complexity Science 

Dr. Glenda Eoyang 
  

February 
26 

54 Presentation 

Sponsored Event: 
When Cultures Meet 

Teresa Comey 
David LeBlanc 

April 7 30 Workshop 

We need transformational 
change: preparing to work in 
the grey zone of 
transformational change. 

Dr. Yabome Gilpin-Jackson April 16 60 Presentation 

Fishbowl Liberating 
Structure Learning Lab 

Student Facilitators: Elena 
Ladwig & 
Remington Panikkar 
Wayne Rawcliffe 
Panel: Gervase Bushe, 
Helen Jackson, Lisa Ryan, 
Dawne Bringeland, Curtis 
Andrews, Susan Good 

May 23 52 Networking Learning Lab 

AGM and BCO Projects 
Presentations 

BCODN 
BCO Participants 

June 20 TBC AGM, networking, BCO 
presentations 
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• Website redesign and redevelopment based on recommendations from the last Board of Directors; 
• Increased social media presence (2,000+ views on the last two event posts on LinkedIn and retweets from 

CPHR BC & Yukon on Twitter) and increased board member engagement (e.g. posting and sharing); 
• A continuation of informational and event-focused e-blasts to 600+ subscribers; and, 
• Increased event promotion and sign-ups for events (the last three events were sold out). 

 
Website Renewal Project 
A key priority for this year based on the strategic plan has been the website redesign and redevelopment. A 
proposal from BCODN’s previous communications co-chair, Jeremy Nemanishen (c/o Tache Marketing), was 
submitted and reviewed by the Board on November 20, 2017. The website redevelopment was completed at the 
end of April 2018 and launched to members on May 14, 2018. 
 
The new website is easier to navigate, optimized for access from a smartphone or tablet, intuitive and user-
friendly. We have heard many positive comments from the community on the new website and will continue to 
enhance content, features and functionality over the coming years.  
 
Using Google Analytics, we are able to determine user behaviour on the website, as well as numbers of users 
and how people find the website. Using this tool, we can determine: 
 
• Our bounce rate (the percentage of users who abandon our website after viewing only one page) is 

approximately 55%. This is an average bounce rate and can definitely be improved.  
• The most common way people access the website is through a search engine (i.e. organic search). 
• Our site had 2,651 unique visitors and 14,821 page views between July 1, 2017 and May 31, 2018. Page 

views increased by 53% this year (as compared to last year). 
• Users spent an average of 2m48s on our site. That is about average across the web, and only an increase 

over last year of 8s. 
 
Consistent Communication 
The BCODN e-blasts and quarterly newsletter are sent regularly to our email subscribers. These provide the 
community with access to articles of interest, event updates, current news and additional resources. Our open 
rate this year for e-blasts ranged from 24% to 75.8%, far above the industry average. Email remains one of the 
best ways to engage the community and keep them updated on what’s going on. We have worked to ensure the 
format is informative and relevant.  
 
• Email: 673 subscribers (an increase of 22 subscribers over last year) 
• LinkedIn: 807 members (an increase of 49 members over last year) 
• Twitter: 112 followers (an increase of 14 followers over last year) 
• YouTube: 578 subscribers (an increase of 108 subscribers over last year) 

 
Future Considerations 
 
While we continue to do what is working, below are a few areas of opportunity for the next term: 
 
• Update the current communications and marketing strategy; 
• Improve engagement with online communication vehicles (e.g. website, social media etc.); 
• Increase email subscribers; 
• Broaden awareness of the network through partner organizations;  
• Strengthen messages within the BC business community; 
• Continue to promote the network and create awareness of the value of OD. 

 
Building Community Organizations (BCO) 
Submitted by Tanis Angove, BCO Liaison 
 
The BCO has seen a lot of growth and change in the last year. Foundational processes continued to be built out and new 
initiatives were tested with positive results. The BCO continues to deliver results and add value to the BCODN and the 
OD community.   

Successful Projects 
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We launched 4 projects and successfully engaged 4 mentors and 14 volunteer consultants. At this time, 2 projects have 
been completed and 2 projects are currently in flight.  

Many of the mentors and volunteer consultants engaged this year were new members to the BCODN. Over 20% of the 
volunteer consultants went on to volunteer for other BCODN initiatives.  

The following organizations were the focus of a project this year: 

• Hudson Out of School Care Society 
• Kanuu 
• Moving forward Family Services  
• Morgane Oger Foundation  
 

Ongoing Development – BCO Committee 

The committee has gone through some flux this year. Faye White left to become the chair of the BCODN Board and 
Michael Janckheere stepped down. Zayna Kunic stepped in for the fall project launch and had to step off the committee 
due to work commitments.  

Tanis Angove was the sole member of the committee and worked on recruiting new member. She engaged 2 interested 
individuals who helped with the spring project launch however did not join the committee. Kim Braidwood has accepted a 
position.   

Process Improvements and Lessons Learned 

The committee has continued to improve structures and processes. A team building workshop was added to the 
orientation process and has been executed with 4 project teams. The feedback was positive and allowed the teams to 
establish a team charter and get a head start on their relationship building and connecting with their mentors. 

In the workshop the volunteer consultants discussed what their learning goals are for the project and what they need from 
their team members. The mentors are also a part of the workshop and they find it valuable to meet the team and start to 
understand how they can support each member. The original purpose of the workshop was to help expedite the team 
building aspect of project work to ensure projects could be completed in the 4 month time frame. More evaluation needs 
to be completed but based on current information, the purpose was achieved.  

Program Planning 

• The committee has begun to create lists of potential mentors and preferred venues for holding events.  
• Organizing the Google drive documents and building more continuity to ease the onboarding of new committee 

members is in progress.  
• BCO information was updated for the new BCODN website, using consistent branding and messaging.  
• This year the Board decided to add a $100 fee for the volunteer consultants to cover the costs of the program and 

the impact of this decision will be assessed in the coming next year. 

 


